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To my knowledge, Hjalti started his patch by fixing bugs in the Rama
units and the combat logic, and then thought about how to handle
projectiles. The most important part of this integration in my eyes is
the fact that the Rama collision system now calls back to the main
game at object locations on the map. This means that the Rama units
get updated at those locations just like in the main game. One is built
on the 2.2.5 version of CK3 and uses the updated RD2E scripts as a
base for modding. The second branch is built from the master branch
and is using the old CK2 RC script (the ones from the 1.1.0 release
branch) and a fairly outdated patch to the base scripts. The second
branch is quite stable and provides a stable release path for modders
to upload their mods using the mod hosts infrastructure. However,
the modhosts running this branch are not actively maintained, so it
would be a shame if a modder releases a quality mod on this branch,
only to have it disappear once the mod host shuts down due to lack of
funding. After receiving the new Rama update last year, I had written
the only version of Rama that I ever released, after having tried to
make my own version of Rama, I realized that doing so was almost
impossible without feeling that I was doing something wrong. The new
Rama was bringing in a whole new set of problems, mainly with
handling global objects in combination with the fact that Rama is very
slow for large battles with a lot of objects. A friend of mine, Hjalti
Magnusson, sent me a patch for Rama that should solve some of
these problems as well as support for custom hitboxes.
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Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades is the next installment in this
series of realistic real-time strategy games covering innumerable

periods in the development of the present day civilization from the
Middle Ages to now. This new title helps players witness the key

events in the history of the Teutonic Order in 13th century, namely
conquering the pagan Prussia. All battles form a single storyline

campaign. The player will act as a Komtur of the Teutonic Order as
they relive the battles of the crusaders, regardless of the low
manpower of the Order and the passionate resistance of the
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heathens. Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades is the next installment
in this series of realistic real-time strategy games covering
innumerable periods in the development of the present day

civilization from the Middle Ages to now. This new title helps players
witness the key events in the history of the Teutonic Order in 13th
century, namely conquering the pagan Prussia. All battles form a
single storyline campaign. The player will act as a Komtur of the

Teutonic Order as they relive the battles of the crusaders, regardless
of the low manpower of the Order and the passionate resistance of
the heathens. Farm Frenzy 2 Update. Release date: 12/23/19. You

have a sandbox-mode developer build version: 1.5.2-beta.6-r2253 out
now. Save game is created by the sandbox-mode on dev build

version. Feature wise the only new thing you can find is that the Dev
mode has more capacity for fences. I want to add wider fences with
grass, etc. but time is against me. I see that you release an update

every month. Maybe it is best if you skip the monthly update and only
release a big update once per year (or even longer if things are good).

You could even send us a release note with a list of everything that
has been added, removed or changed in the past month. 5ec8ef588b
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